
Duruflé - Requiem 

 
 Maurice Duruflé (1902-1986), organist at Saint-Étienne-du Mont, was renowned as a 
virtuoso organist.  He was a fastidious composer, whose small but significant oeuvre has 
become firmly established in concert repertoire.  Requiem was originally a commission for an 
organ mass, but upon the death of his father, Duruflé chose to complete it as a Requiem Mass.  
Although completed in 1947, only within the last several  decades  has the work begun to take 
its rightful place among the major choral masterworks.   

Duruflé wrote in unpublished program notes for a 1980 concert...  "This Requiem is 
composed entirely on the Gregorian themes of the Mass for the Dead.  Sometimes the musical 
text has been respected in full, the orchestra intervening only to sustain or to comment on it; 
sometimes I was simply inspired by it or  sometimes removed myself from it altogether...  This 
Requiem is not an ethereal work which sings of detachment from earthly worries.  It reflects, in 
the immutable form of the Christian prayer, the agony of man faced with the mystery of his 
ultimate end.  It is often dramatic, or filled with resignation, or hope, or terror, just as the words 
of the Scripture themselves which are used in the liturgy.  It tends to translate human feelings 
before their terrifying, unexplainable or consoling destiny.  It represents the idea of peace, of 
Faith, and of Hope." 
 The subtle rhythms and fluid lines of Gregorian chant permeate the whole work, but they 
are personalized by the colors, harmonies, and rhythms of a deeply religious 20th-century 
musician.  The work is conceived as a whole with very few moments of repose; there is always 
a sense of movement, of continuing for eternity.  This is achieved through carefully structured 
layers of rhythms, through harmonic ambiguity caused by simultaneously mixing Gregorian 
modal rhythms with traditional major-minor tonality, and by nuances of color and harmony 
created by adding unresolved tones to primary chords.   Like the requiems of Brahms and 
Fauré, Duruflé chose to adhere closely to the central themes of the requiem mass: peace, light, 
hope, and rest.  Consequently, he omits all but the final verses of the  dramatic and terrifying 

sequence Dies Irae and includes only the Pie Jesu.  Although most of the Dies Irae is a stern 
call for repentance, the final verses, "Pie Jesu Domine,"  are a gentle prayer for eternal rest.  
Duruflé's setting evokes the awareness of the fallible human soul and has an earthly, humble 

attitude similar to that of the Sanctus.    

 He also adds two movements to the traditional Requiem Mass; Libera me, which  is a 

responsory sung during the Burial Rite, and In Paradisum, which would be sung while the 
coffin is being carried to the grave after the Requiem Mass and after the Rite of Absolution, 

(Libera Me.)  In Paradisum is a prayer of ascent into paradise, which is portrayed through the 
use of young voices and a tone cluster  slowly built from the bass up in the opening three 
measures.    The purity, peacefulness, and unending nature of the final chord is a masterful 
summary of this Requiem seeking  peace and eternal rest.  The unresolved tones eloquently 
depict the flight of the soul to paradise, the ultimate answer of Faith to all the questions. 
 In keeping with Duruflé’s wishes the Baritone solos are sung but the entire bass/tenor 
section, and young voices have been assigned sections of four of the movements. 
 


